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<dude!
y’gotta check
this oUt!>

<those are
some Weird
loOking
aliens!>

<as Long as they
can help with our
PM problems, who
cares what they
look like?>

See Pages 27-34 for more close encounters!

Easy Answers?
Thanks, Sergeant!
Like you always say,
PMCs is a skill that
has to be practiced
every day.

Excellent
work, Private!

Motor
sergeants,
you can do
the operators
in your unit
a big

Try casually walking around the motor
pool while asking questions like,
“What’s the very first check in the PMCS
chart of your vehicle’s -10 tM?”

Or how about,
“Do you have
the latest copy
of the TM?”

favor.

Point is, if you’re
not hearing the
right answers,
it’s time for some
brush-up supervision
to help your
operators keep
their equipment
mission ready.

Those seem like simple
questions, but you might
be surprised at some of
the answers you get.
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it’s that
simple.
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LRU Serviceable? Don’t Turn It In!
Stryker Suggestions for Success
Who Services the M242?
Keep Safe During Fire Missions!
Don’t Neglect Battery PM!

JUN 18

Combat
Vehicles…

I’m turning
you guys in.

hey!
Where ya
takin’ us?

Some units
areunits
turning
Some
are turning
Don’t
in line replaceable
units
in line replaceable
units
(LRUs) as(LRUs)
unserviceable
as unserviceable
do
LRUs the
are LRU
actually
when the when
s are actually
th at!
in working
in condition.
working condition.

Wha-at!?
We’re STiLl
GoOd!

Turning in serviceable LRUs drives up
costs and makes units spend money
unnecessarily. Not to mention that unit
readiness is hurt awaiting replacement
for a perfectly good LRU.

Before turning in LRUs, test
them with the next generation
automatic test system (NGATS)
or the direct support electrical
system test set (DSETS).

Make
a note of
or
any faults on
deficiencies 88-E
rm 59
the DA Fo
2404
or DA Formrn-in
before tu
pply
to your su
tivity
support ac
(SSA).

For the full scoop on turning in LRUs,
check out TACOM maintenance information
message (MIM) 18-002 at:

Questions? Contact your local
TACOM logistics assistance
representative (LAR) .

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI18-002.html
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Route the winch
cable behind the
wire cutter.

If the cable is in front of the cutter with the cutter
upright, both the cable and cutter will wear against each
other and one of them will fail. The cable needs to be
behind the cutter with the cutter in the down position.

If winch cable is routed
near wire cutter…
want your
STRYker to be
a sucCesS?

…wire cutter
is easily bent

Listen to
these tips from
Ft Carson!

Cover and drain.

Dear Editor,
Follow these suggestions for Stryker success:

Don’t reuse the copper seals for the wheel hubs.
Every time you drain and refill
the hubs, install a new seal, NSN
5330-12-156-4524. Otherwise,
the seal will probably leak and
the hub could run low on fluid.
Next thing you know, the hubs
are damaged.

PS 787
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Replace seal and
torque to 22-25 lb-ft
when reinstalling
drain plugs
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If you don’t cover
the Stryker in rainy
areas, water runs
down in the exhausts
for both the engine
and cooling module.
Water collects in the
hull and eventually
causes electrical and
corrosion problems.
Clip the cover to the
hold-down clamps to
keep it secure.
Even if you do keep
your Stryker covered,
it’s still a good idea
to open all drain plugs
monthly and let any
water in the hull drain
out. Make sure you use
drip pans and dispose
of the water according
to your unit’s SOP.

Clip cover to hold-down
clamps to keep it secure

Open all
drain plugs
monthly to
let water
drain out

SGT Paul White
Ft Carson, CO

Editor’s note: Excellent steps to Stryker success, Sergeant. Thanks.

4/16/18 11:20 PM

M2/M3-Series
Bradleys…
yoU Can do
EVerYthing FoR
me eXCEpt work
on mY M242.

st,
Dear Half-Ma
turret
Can the 91M
chanic
me
em
st
sy
d
an
adley’s
work on the Br
n?
gu
M242
Mr. A.R.
The 91Ms
maintain the
Bradley
turret, not
the weapon
itself.

Only
this guy
can do
that.

The short
answer, sir,
is no. The 91F
small arms
repairman is
the only MOS
trained to work
on the M242.

Their job is to
diagnose and troubleshoot problems and
do maintenance on the
turret and fire control
system.

The M242’s TM 9-1005-200-23&P has not
yet been updated to reflect the new twolevel maintenance format, but it soon
will be. in the meantime, Bradley units
should note in the -23&P that the 91F
should do all organizational and direct
support maintenance on the M242.
it’s important to note that crew members, regardless of MOS, who graduated from Ft Benning’s
Master Gunner School and acquired the additional
M242 skill identifiers (ASI) of the course are
authorized to do some maintenance tasks and
services (-10 and -20 level) on the M242.

PS 787
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Master Gunners can’t,
however, do -30-level
tasks, such as
working on the feeder
drive or worm shaft
assemblies.
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M119A2/A3
Towed Howitzers…

Keep Safe During
Fire Missions!
man, yOu
Sure arE
lOud!

That’s why you
gotta protect
yourself!

C

rewmen, your M119A2/A3 towed howitzer makes a lot of noise and blast overpressure
when it fires. That’s why you have to protect yourself during fire missions.
Crews are required to keep track of the number of rounds that they fire in a 24-hour
period using blast overpressure protection (BOP) points. The points are based on the
lanyard used and the crew’s position during firing. That keeps you from being exposed
to too much noise and pressure from blasts that could leave you with hearing loss or
injuries to your lungs and sinuses.

You should know
that the BOP guidance
shown in TM 9-1015-25210 (Sep 10) regarding
the allowed number
of rounds (ANOR)
a crew can fire in a
24-hour period is
outdated.

However, the

BOP guidance in
TM 9-1015-26010 (Nov 1 7) is
correct. The BOP
guidance in the
previous edition
of the 260-10 is
outdated.

For the latest ANOR information, check out attachment 1 in TACOM safety of
use message 17-011. Access the message on the TACOM-Unique Logistics Support
Applications (TULSA) website at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SOU17-011.html

PS 787
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M1-Series Tanks…

Battery Tray
Wash the battery tray with the
baking soda solution. Rinse thoroughly
and allow it to dry. Apply a 1/32- to 1/8in thick coating of epoxy, NSN 801001-313-8702, or bituminous coating,
NSN 8030-00-290-5141, to the box.

Why
won’t you
start?

You can’t just
neglect my batteries
and expect them to
do their job!

Dear Editor,
Some crewmen overlook the batteries when doing preventive maintenance
on their M1-series tanks. That leads to corrosion and corrosion leads to a
tank that won’t start!
Make sure you clean the battery, battery cables, battery box and hold-down
supports. Sure, that takes a little time and effort. But it’s time and effort
well spent.

Battery Clamps and Terminals

Use a battery terminal cleaner, NSN
5120-01-615-6464, to scrape away heavy
corrosion from the battery clamps and
terminals. Then clean with a solution of
1 2-pound of baking soda to one gallon of
/
water. Get one pound of baking soda
with NSN 6810-00-264-6618 or 100
pounds with NSN 6810-00-290-5574.
Use the battery terminal brush, NSN
5120-00-926-5175, for the best results.
After cleaning, inspect and replace any
clamps that will no longer fit the battery
posts or whose ends touch when the
clamp nut is tightened.

787 08-09.indd All Pages
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Clean battery hold-downs
with wire brush

Reinstall the batteries after
everything’s dry. Before you reconnect
the battery clamps, put a light coat
of silicone compound on the tops
and sides of each battery post. This
special compound runs down around
the battery post and terminal to
completely seal out moisture.
Get a 3-oz tube with NSN 8040-01331-7133 or a 1-pt can with NSN 804001-331-7134.

Doing all this will keep your tank’s
batteries ready to go and increase
your unit’s combat readiness.
CW3 Robert Bynum
Ft Stewart, GA

Remove all batteries before cleaning

PS 787

Wash dirty, corroded battery box
with baking soda solution

Battery Hold-downs
Clean as much corrosion, cracked
paint and dirt as you can from the
battery hold-downs with a wire
brush, NSN 7290-00-291-5815.
Then soak the hold-downs in the
baking soda solution.
Give the hold-downs a good rinsing.
After they’ve dried, apply epoxy
coating to each of the hold-downs.
You can also use bituminous coating
if the epoxy isn’t available.

JUN 18

Coat battery posts with silicone compound
before reconnecting clamps

Editor’s note: Crewmen
should clean up with these
tips. Thanks, Chief!

4/16/18 11:20 PM
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FMTVs…

snowbALls
in SumMer?
y’GotTa be
kiddin’ mE!

it’s a sign! My A/C
compRESsor leak is
sNOwbALling outta
control!

summer heat means vehicle A/C gets a lot of use. In A/C-equipped FMTVs, this means

operators and maintainers must pay special attention to the A/C air compressor for oil
leaks that may snowball into bigger problems.
All air compressors run the risk of oil leaks. But in A/C-equipped FMTVs, it’s
especially risky because the oil leak usually signals a worsening problem. If left
unattended, the leak can cause the A/C drive belt to seize and break.
If this happens, the drive belt can
potentially fly into the engine fan (located
When A/C drive
…it also
right next to it) and cause serious damage.
belt breaks…
damages
engine
Now a simple oil leak has snowballed
fan
into an expensive and dangerous engine
malfunction!
Prevent the snowball effect by keeping
an eye on the A/C compressor. Identify
oil leaks early. If they can’t be fixed,
replace the A/C compressor before the
leak worsens and threatens the drive belt.

PS 787
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Corrosion…

st bbuusterS
RuTip
Month
of
the

Your reports
help engineers
design better
coRrosionresisTaNt
Systems.

think those

DA 2404s are
a useless waste
of time?

AND TheY pLAy a
big role in settiNg
Maintenance
BUDGets!

you inspect
regularly and find
corrosion early
enough to stop it.

Good work!

But
you’re not done
‘til you report it.

PS 787
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so,
somEBOdY
actualLy
reads
these
things?

Your corrosion
reports close the
loop by helping
engineers design
better corrosionresistant systems.
Proper reporting
also plays a big role
in future maintenance
budgets.
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Follow reporting instructions in DA PAM 750-8, The Army Maintenance
Management Systems (TAMMS) User Manual (Aug 05), using one or more
of the descriptions below to identify corrosion and coating issues in the
Deficiencies and Shortcomings section of the 5988-E.

General:

rface
Uniform su
of an
corrosion
part.
individual

crevice:

pitting:

Surface
corrosion l
al
showing sm ts.
pi
cavities or

yOu,
BetchA!

To report
corrosion:
use DA Form 2404,
Equipment Inspection and
Maintenance Worksheet.
The online version is
DA Form 5988-E,
available in the
Global Combat Support
System-Army (GCSs-A).

JUN 18

n:

delaminatio

caused
Corrosion
and
by moisture ts
contaminan a
trapped in .
tight area

Peeling or
int.
flaking pa

Galvanic:

between
Corrosion t kinds
en
er
ff
di
two
. One may
of metals rse than
corrode wo due to
the other,
actions
chemical re metals.
e
between th

Faded:

Discolored
paint.

Status Section

Online Reporting

In the Status section of either
DA Form, choose the diagonal
backslash symbol (/) to
indicate an issue fixed at the
field level. Document the fix in
the Corrective Action section.
For example, a typical entry
would read, “Repaired with
spot paint.”

if using the online DA Form 5988-E in
GCSS-A, use GCSS-A cause code "170Corroded/Rusted." Your equipment
repair part or logistics automation
specialists should
have access. They can transcribe data
from hard copies into GCSS-A, so all
digital reports are searchable/
retrievable.

4/16/18 11:20 PM

M870A1 Semitrailer…

Now What?

what the
#@$%&?
There’s no
wheel hub
in here!

if your unit has any of these
conversion kits that are missing
the hub, send a PQDR saying
you’re reporting due to an
alert notification.

I’ll
tell you
what!

Use Report Control Number
W90DY4170002 and file the PQDR
through the Product Data Reporting
and Evaluation Program (PDREP):

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil
in the meantime, DO NOT trash
the kits. You’ll need to hold
onto those until your unit is
given disposition instructions
from the PQDR.

M1101, M1102 Light Tactical Trailers…

A Tip of the Cap to Master Cylinder
dang it!

what were
they thinking?!

Now
what??

Units started reporting parts missing
from the hub and drum conversion
kits that were required to mount the
new single-piece wheels.

A while back, a new single-piece
wheel came out as a replacement
for the old split-ring rim on M870A1
semi-trailers. it was exciting news
(in the wheel world, at least).

These hub and drum conversion kits,
NSN 2530-01-643-7190, were missing
the whole hub assembly!

But the excitement didn’t last long.

Drama Unfolds
DLA launched
an investigation,
and the story
took a
dramatic turn.
DLA found that
the contractor
tried to piece
together the
hub assembly
instead of
purchasing it as
required from
the source.

PS 787
787 14-15.indd All Pages
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The right cap
can prevent
use of the
wrong brake
fluid.

N eed a new cap for the brake master
cylinder on your M1101 or M1102 light
tactical trailer? Don’t use NSN 5340-01549-5983, which is shown as Item 7 in
Fig 8 of TM 9-2330-392-13&P (Dec 12).
That old cap is marked to use
commercial DOT fluids in the cylinder
when you’re supposed to use the
MIL-B-46176 brake fluid called out in
the TM.
Order a new, correctly marked cap
with NSN 2590-01-664-6765. And make
a note until the TM is updated.

or
the contract
But dn
’t provide the

coul
which
actual hubs,
ersion
made the conv hout
Wit
s.
kits useles
n kit,
the conversio
n’t be
the M8 70A1 ca e
th
mounted with e
iec
new single-p
e
ar
at
th
wheels
ace
meant to repl
the split rims.
include
New kits that
now
the hub should
.
be available
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we’ve
got some
building
to do!

• Go Down Under for

Axle Grease Fitting

• Tips for Better

Detecting!

PS 787
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HMEE-1…

My axle swivel grease
fittings get neglected.
That means you’re
going to have to crawl
under and give ‘em
weekly lube like the
TM says!

operators, one of the
grease fittings on the
HMEE-1 excavator gets
overlooked a lot. it’s
the axle swivel fitting
under the vehicle. You’ll
find one next to each of
the wheel assemblies’
brake caliper and disc.

The PMCS tables
call this an axle
swivel fitting,
while the parts
manual lists it as
a trunnion fitting.
Either way, the
fitting needs to
be lubed weekly.

The recessed area where the fitting
is mounted gets clogged up with mud
and dirt, so the fitting is easy to
miss. Pry out any crud and wipe the
fitting with a clean rag. Then give it
four to five shots of grease.

And that
means you
have to crawl
under the
vehicle with a
grease gun to
do the job.

When you’re finished, make sure to
put the red plastic cap back on the
fitting to keep out dirt.
if it’s missing, order a package of 10
new caps with NSN 4730-99-142-5123.

Clean recessed area and give fitting four to five shots of grease

Remember to cap
fitting when finished

Don’t forget the axle swivel fittings up top need the same treatment.

PS 787
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Mine Detectors…
hello, I’m
StafF Sergeant
Marvin Hamler
and here are
a few…

Tips for Better Detecting!

we share these tips
with our students
at the combat
engineering school
at fort leonard
wood.

re
Before use, prepa
and calibrate the
detector so it can
it will
adapt to the soil
t
be detecting in. Tha
ector
det
e
min
the
ls
tel
in the
what minerals are
t
soil and helps preven
the
false readings. If
ibrate
terrain changes, cal
don’t
again. That way you
to find
waste time trying
e.
a non-existent min

did yOu
make
sure I’m
calibrated
for this
soil?

angle,
If the head is at an
und
it can give false gro
(GPR)
penetrating radar
ld cause
readings. That cou
Try to
you to miss a mine.
per second
ter
me
one
ep
swe
e. If you
across a 1-meter lan
ter,
sweep wider or fas
trol and
you’ll have less con
more fatigue.

Keep head parallel to ground and
no more than 2 inches from ground

2”

Beware of RF.
nce
Electrical interfere
’
can hurt detectors
Don’t
.
lity
abi
ing
ect
det
or
carry a cell phone
st two
radio. Stay at lea
anyone
meters away from
e
else operating a min
aware
detector. Always be
ldiers
of where other So
y at
are sweeping. Sta
y
awa
s
ter
me
25
st
lea
tems
from mounted sys
s and
that block RF to IED
s from
at least 10 meter
that do.
manpack systems

r-r-rring

Oh, C’mOn!
yOu KnOw
phones
hurt mY
detecting!

Take a break.
Rotate with
another operator
every 20 minutes
to prevent
fatigue that
could cause you
to miss a signal.
gee, take
a BREAk!
yOu’re no
goOd to
me when
YoU’re this
tiRed.

Remember LOSS:

L = lane coverage
O = operator
stance
S = sweep speed
S = search head
position

787 18-19.indd All Pages

Keep the detector
l
search head paralle
no
to the ground and
hes
more than two inc
That’s
from the ground.
on
especially important
uneven ground.

Editor’s note: A gold mine of mine detector tips! Thanks, Sergeant.

PS 787
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• Fly Like an Eagle
•
•
•
•

PS 787
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with These Tips from
Wainwright
Rescue Hoist Needs Oil
Turning in Repair Parts
Benefits You!
SAFT Battery Not
Responding?
Eyeball Bench Stock for
Bad Hardware!

JUN 18

if you want me to
fly like an eagle,
don’t be a turkey
about my PM!

Dear Editor,
Through our experience keeping Gray Eagle UAVs flying at Ft Wainwright, we
offer these tips:
When checking for FOD, look
Remember
in the lower aft cowl. Debris
to check
tends to collect by the mounting
lower aft
bolts. Also be on the lookout for
cowl for
water and oil in the cowl. They can
FOD and oil
affect the material that makes up
the Gray Eagle’s body. The lubes
and water
and coolant glow under black light,
making them easier to spot.
Keep
the
door
to
the
ground control station closed.
Otherwise, the ECU has trouble
cooling
the
equipment.
Then
it overheats and shuts down.
Keep ground
The door also blocks out RF
control station
interference and keeps the enemy
door closed
from spotting the lights inside.
to help
Easy does it with the ground
ECU cool
control
station
headsets.
Rough handling damages their
equipment
padding and microphones. If you’re
not using the microphones, hang
them gently on their hooks inside
the station. Never toss them. It
costs $2,000 to replace them.
SGT Nicholas Parade
SGT Joseph Klomp
Ft Wainwright, AK

PS 787

Editor’s note: Thanks for helping
Gray Eagles fly even higher.
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MEDEVAC…

RESCUE
HOIST
NEEDS

oil

ahH…that’s better!
my hoist motor didn’t
have enough oil and
it got HOT!

Mechanics, quite a few Black Hawk external rescue hoist motors are burning up.

Hoists turned in to supply were torn down and analyzed. Many did not have sufficient
oil. A hoist motor has no oil, but there must be enough oil in the drum assembly to prevent
additional friction that can cause premature motor failure.
Always
You’re required to check the oil level
pre-flight your
aircraft’s hoist
every six months. And make sure you keep
and make sure
up with pre-flight inspections of the hoist
you visually
check the end
to include visual checks of the end covers
covers for oil
for oil leaks, like it says in WP 1222 00 of
leaks.
TM 1520-280-23&P. An empty reservoir
Every six
will hold 17 ounces of oil.
months, check
Since adding oil takes time, you’ll
the oil level.
Burnt-out hoist
need a little patience when doing the job.
motors are
Filling too fast can cause a vacuum that
AVOiDabLE.
requires some settling time before more
oil can be added.
Checking the
oil ensures
you’ll have no
hitches with the
hoist when it’s
time to airlift
patients!

AH-64 Aircraft…

Turning in Repair Parts Benefits YOU!
Hey, do you guys
have any combo paks?

we’re just
about out
over here!

yeah, we just got in a
bunch of unserviceables.
We’ll have ‘em repaired and
sent out shortly!

Mechanics, getting parts
from the supply system will
only work if you
turn in unserviceables
you have laying around the
shop area.

Turn in all unserviceable IAFS for repair
So get on board the
return train and turn in
unserviceable internal
auxiliary fuel system (IAFS)
combo paks,
NSN 1660-01-519-4248
(PN HM025-600-11).
The combo paks are a key
source of supply for repair
programs. Those programs
rely on retrogrades so
repaired parts can restock
the supply system.
if you have IAFS combo paks
that need repair, send them to:

Corpus Christi Army Depot
Plant 7015/RIC B52
Corpus Christi, TX 78419

PS 787

Got questions?
Contact AMCOM’s michael sharp at
DSN 897-4276, (256) 313-4276 or email:
michael.b.sharp1.civ@mail.mil
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AN/APX-123/123A Receiver-Transmitter…

SAFT Battery Not Responding?
what do you mean my new SAFT
battery won’t clear the low battery
indicator on my receiver-transmitter?
How is that even possible?!?

don’t
panic,
dude!

Does that
mean I’m
NMC?

ARGH!!

yeah, it’s all
good! there’s an
AMAM addendum
that says what
to do.

you need to check out the Notes and
Steps 11-13 on Pages 2 and 3. After
installing the battery:

captive screws.
11. Re-install the cover with the four
r. To clear
stay lit after replacing the battery cove
will
NOTE: The red LOW BTRY LED
button.
the indicator, briefly press the ZEROIZE
to the
on initiates a built in test (BIT) similar
NOTE: Briefly pressing the ZEROIZE butt
ed.
load
if
,
the crypto keys
Power-Up BIT (PUBIT). It also zeroizes
front
y pressing the ZEROIZE button on the
briefl
by
light
BTRY
LOW
red
the
r
12. Clea
te
minu
one
at
s
time
ral
seve
ZEROIZE button
panel. It may be necessary to press the
If you’re
ry.
batte
d
store
a
from
n
vatio
passi
off
intervals between each cycle to burn
ating
ce the battery assembly again by repe
not successful after four cycles, repla
steps 6-13.
lled
go out, the battery may not be insta
NOTE: If the LOW BTRY light doesn’t
.
hold
thres
light
ry
batte
low
the
w
be belo
correctly or the battery voltage may
BIT.
out after completion of the
13. Make sure the LOW BTRY light goes
ing
must wait 30 seconds after briefly press
23A
PX-1
AN/A
the
with
NOTE: Aircraft
off.
ins
rema
light
BTRY
LOW
the ZEROIZE button to ensure the
Check low battery indicator
for battery clearance

Download

GEN-16-AMAM-04 at:
https://asmprd.redstone.
army.mil/FileHandler.
ashx?
file=UFI_064f9a4a-0ffe-4
dde-b615-be1138e396fb
For a copy of the
addendum, go to:

AN/APX-123/123A

Addendum 1
to aviation
maintenance
action message

NSNs 5895-01-539-9151

(AMAM)
GEN-16-AMAM-04

operators, if your
aircraft has the
receiver-transmitter,

or 5895-01-628-5190,
and the newly replaced
SAFT* battery,
NSN 6135-01-529-0122,
(PN A3308909-2),
won’t clear the
low battery indicator,

don’t fret!

is the place
to go.
it provides
additional
instructions
that address
the low battery
indicator
problem.

*SAFT batteries
are identified by
a black label with
white lettering
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https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil

To get a user ID,
submit a systems
access request
(SAR) to:

https://www.pdrep.csd.disa.mil/
pdrep_files/accessforms/
useraccess.htm

if you don’t have a

JUN 18

if your battery won’t clear
the LOW BTRY indicator,
even after following this
procedure, submit a product
quality deficiency report
(PQDR) to :

You should never attempt to check the
voltage of the battery because the fuse
is sensitive and may blow. The transponder
can test the battery voltage during the
abbreviated PUBIT. just briefly press the
ZEROIZE button. it will indicate the result
using the LOW BTRY light.

PDREP user ID , submit
the PQDR through the
EZ PDR LOGIN tab.

24

https://asmprd.redstone.
army.mil/FileHandler.
ashx?file=UFI_bb87e852e835-4e55b74b-4ff0b6605e79

Press Zeroize
button for
BIT test

Need help with the CECOM PQDR process? Contact the CECOM PQDR team at:

usarmy.apg.cecom.mbx.irc-leo-b16-pqdr-support-team@mail.mil

4/30/18 4:51 PM

All Aircraft…
oh no! someone’s
looking to check
our quality!

mechanics, aviation
maintenance often
involves the use of
common hardware
such as nuts, bolts
and washers.

and our
condition!

But when you
use bench stock,
it’s a good idea
to inspect its
quality and
condition.

Buying hardware in bulk for bench stock is a
common practice. Sometimes we just assume
everything is OK.
But there have been instances where common
hardware hasn’t met military specifications.

if you find
Make
problems
a practice
with an
of inspecting
item…
common
hardware in
…pull
your bench
together
stock.
all the
maintenance
information you can
from the packaging,
including contract
purchasing information
and vendor CAGe.

See the difference between a good and bad nut
GOOD
NUT

Only use bench stock that meets specifications

Use that information to complete a
supply discrepancy report (SDR) or
quality deficiency report (QDR).

PS 787

BAD
NUT

That helps identify vendors who aren’t
producing hardware to standard and
could prevent an aircraft incident.
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wow!
wouldja
lOok at
that view!

PM Mission
to Mars
The year is 2025.

A series of missions have sent
robot rovers to Mars.
But all have fallen strangely

silent.

At last, a manned crew is sent
to solve the mystery...

Let’s
get to
the lab.

it’s time we
figured out
what’s going
on here.

PS 787
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<whadaya
know, Another
space Pod!>*

<think
they’ll be
any helP?>

<Hmmm. These two
seem pretty smart.
Let’s get back to
the crater.>

I don’t know.
But I mean to
find out.

Looks like the
solar panels
are working!

here’s a set
of tracks
from one of
the rovers.
Let’s follow
and see where
it goes.

Hey, commander
Kirby. This looks
really odd.
The records
indicate all the
PMCS was done
on the rovers.
Everything
checked out.

This is weird. The
drive motor on this
wheel was removed.
That’s not something
that would just
fall off.

This
makes
no
sense!

Looks like
they’re going
toward that
crater.

You’re
right. We’d
better—
What
the...?

So why
d’ya think
we lost
contact,
chief
Jones?
*<translated from the alien>

PS 787
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<I think that
got their
attention!>

Hey! something just
moved over
there!

Never thought
I’d be saying this,
but...
...take
us to your
leader?

<Now if we
can only make
them understand we need
their help!>

it’s OK.
they’re here
to help!

you
got it!

Umm...
ah...
hello?

<There. My
translator
should help.>

Wow! I gotta
get one of
those!

We
desperately
need help
getting our
equipment to
work.

Can you hear
me now?

Yes. From
the rovers we
disassembled,
we could tell
you know much
about keeping
things running!

When new, our vehicles
and equipment work
perfectly. But after
a few weeks...

...they
become rust
buckets!

PS 787
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Before you
operate your
vehicles, do
you thumb
through the
operator’s
manual on the
proper use of
the equipment?

I think
maybe we
can help.

I’m trying to
say you need to
take care of
equipment so it
doesn’t break!!!

The same goes for
your space ship or
flying saucer, or
whatever, in case
you want to get
off this planet.

Ugh!
Leave our
planet?
Dude, we
love it
here!

You have a
question?

Ummm...
what’s a
thumb?

Maybe we’d better
move on. The manual
has a list of preventive
maintenance checks and
services that keeps
your vehicle running
smoothly.

PS 787
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That’s right. You
don’t want to wait
until the last minute
to replace a worn
part or component
when you know it’s
due to fail.
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what’s a
minute?
sigh…
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Do you think the
importance of PMCS
will ever sink in?

I doubt it. They
don’t seem to
have much of an
attention span.

One thing’s for sure.
We won’t have to worry
about alien invasions
any time soon!

SMALL ARMS
•
•
•
•

also
featuring

tOOLs,
missiles,

•

and

cbrn

•
•
•
•
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Small Arms Help from Ft Carson
SFL Pen for Small Arms Touch-ups
M3 Rifle TMs Now Online
Turning in Small Arms Parts?
Check SMR Codes
What Weapons Can You
Camouflage?
Silicone Grease Can Help
Do Your BIT for MITAS Sake
Subscribe to MLRS/HIMARS
Newsletter
Better Detecting with PM
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Small Arms help
from Ft Carson
Listen To thEse Wise wOrds
fRom the LRC SmAlL arMs
foLks at Ft CarSon.

Dear Editor,
At the Logistics Readiness Center (LRC), we see these small arms problems
repeatedly. Soldiers and armorers can make it easier for themselves and their
weapons by remembering these tips:

Lube like it says in the weapon’s -10 TM. We see weapons at either lubing
extreme: bone dry or dripping with CLP. A weapon stored with no lubrication
will soon be attacked by corrosion and damaged, maybe severely. A weapon
with too much lubrication will quickly have firing problems in the field. Every
-10 TM has very precise lubing directions. Follow them! It’s a good idea for
armorers to make copies of the directions and give them to every Soldier.
Correct lubing is also a good topic for Sergeants’ Time Training.

Think relaxed for storage. Armorers
store weapons cocked. Why? Soldiers
lock and clear their weapons before
they turn them in to the arms room.
Armorers leave the hammer cocked and
the bolt locked to the rear when they
put the weapon in the rack. That tension
on hammer and trigger springs causes
them to weaken. Then the springs have
to be replaced. Leaving the bolt locked
back also weakens the recoil spring, which
could cause jamming.
Things get even worse with the M16
rifle and M4 carbine. Storing them
cocked can also cause them to fail the
trigger pull test. Then the hammer
and trigger pins must be removed
and reinstalled. If that happens too
often, the pins’ holes enlarge and fail
gaging. Then the lower receiver must be
replaced.
If armorers do this every time they
store a weapon, all those problems
disappear: Leave the bolt or slide
forward, the selector on SEMI for the
M16/M4 or off SAFE for pistols and
machine guns, and the hammer uncocked.
Help the springs for the M2 and MK 19
last longer by storing them muzzle down
when possible.

Left groove

y’got
that!

Bolt base

787 36-37.indd All Pages
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Now I can
relax until I”m
ready to go
again.

Pay attention to the M2’s feed. If you get the feed wrong, you’ll not
only be unable to feed ammo in the M2, but you’ll also damage the feed pawl
guide lever when you slam the feed cover in place.
Just a glance at the bolt switch can tell you if you’ve got the feed right. If
you’re firing with the left-hand feed, the left groove beginning at the bolt’s
base should run through the bolt switch unblocked. Right hand feed? The right
groove should be unblocked.
M2 gunners should be reminded to always check the feed before firing.

if they woulD just read the lubing
directions in the Tm, we wouldn’t
have to go through this.

PS 787

ah,
thanks so
much for
uncocking
me.

Eyeball the
bolt switch

Feed lever

Right
groove

Left hand feed?
Left groove should
be unblocked
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No unauthorized mods. Putting stuff like unauthorized grips or slings
on weapons are bad for the weapon, but also your pocketbook. When
weapons are turned in for repair or maintenance, those unauthorized items
are removed and you’ll never see them again.
check out
my M16! I’ve
really decked
it out Good!

YoU DO realize all this
stuff disappears as sOon
as I go for repair. not
only that, but I don’t
neeD Any of it.

David Nevarez
Robert Adair
Josh Harless
Ft Carson, CO

if Soldiers follow
your advice, many
small arms problems
will disappear. Thanks
for the help!

SFL Pen for
Small Arms
Touch-ups

M3 Rifle TMs
Now Online!
if you need info on your M3 84mm
recoilless rifle, you don’t need to
look any further than ETM on LIW.
Both TM 9-1015-262-10 and -23&P
have been posted to ETM:

Touching up weapons
where the finish has worn
off just got easier!

Repairmen, you can
now order a solid film
lubricant (SFL) paint pen
dispenser with
NSN 9150-01-646-0099.

https://liw.logsa.army.mil
etmapp/#/etm/home

The dispenser makes
touching up nicks,
scratches and shiny
spots a snap!
The pen
costs $33.

PS 787
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Turning in Small Arms Parts?
Check SMR Codes!
do we dispose of
You localLy or turn
yOu in to be disposed
of Somewhere else?
it’s easy! all
you gotta do
is check mY
sMr CoDe.

Pay attention to the
SMR codes when you turn
in unserviceable Class IX
small arms repair parts.

Units are mistakenly
turning in parts that
should be disposed
of at field level.

it’s easy to tell what should
be done with an unserviceable
part! in the weapon’s -23&P
TM, check the 5th position of
the part’s SMR code.
Generally, almost all
Class IX small arms
parts can be demilled
locally, either by the
small arms repair shop
or the bsb ’s welding
shop.

if it’s C , O , F or h ,
dispose of the
part locally.
if it’s anything else,
turn in the part.

This contradicts the
information that was on
Page 41 in PS 776 (Jul 1 7),
which told units to turn in
unserviceable small arms
parts to DLS Disposition
Services (DLA DS).

Almost all
small arms
repair parts
can be demilled
locally and
don’t need to go
to DLA DS .

For more information, see TACOM-SBC Supply Advisory Message 17-986:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Safety/message.cfm?id=SAM17-986.html
For more info on SMR codes, see Pages 55-59 of PS 775 (Jun 17):
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2017/775/775-55-59.pdf

PS 787
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Have you seen
Smitty?

st,
Dear Half-Ma
to
We would like
int our
camouflage pa
we’re
weapons, but
at’s
not sure if th
to do
allowed or how
lp?
it. Can you he
SSG S.I.
of Course,
SergeANt!

Not since he
went in for a
paint job the
other day.

hee hee hee!
that camo
paint really
works!

TACOM Maintenance Information (MI) message
15-002 gave instructions for camouflage
painting M16 rifles and M4 carbines. Find it at:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/
message.cfm?id=Ml15-002 .html
instructions for painting the M240 and M249
machine guns are in TACOM message 15-021, which
can be found at:

https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/
message.cfm?id=MI15-021.html
Remember you must
get your commander’s
approval before
painting M16s, M4s,
M240s or M249s.
And remember that
before you turn in
these weapons for
redeployment or
transfer all the
paint must be removed.
instructions for
removing the paint
are in the TACOM
messages.

There are no authorized directions for
camouflage painting sniper rifles.

PS 787
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silicone
grease
is handy
to keep
around
your shop
or motor
pool.

It works great for lubricating and preserving rubber parts, like O-rings. It doesn’t swell
or soften the rubber, which hydrocarbon-based greases can do. Silicone grease does a
good job as a corrosion inhibitor, especially when a thicker lubricant is needed. And
it’s electrically insulating and doesn’t break down when high voltage is applied. That
makes it good for electrical connectors, particularly those containing rubber gaskets. It
lubricates and seals rubber portions of the connector without causing arcing.
Silicone grease’s best
uses are as a lubricant
for running wires through
grommets and to seal
electrical connections
from the elements.
A good example is the
pin/plug connection for a
headlamp.

Order an 8-oz tube of silicone grease with NSN 6850-00-880-7616.
But you don’t want to use silicone grease in sandy areas because it attracts sand.
Then it’s better to use a “dry” silicone spray. It has some cleaning ability, but its main
advantage is that it dries almost instantly and doesn’t act as a magnet for sand. Order
silicone spray with NSN 7930-01-380-9028. That brings a dozen 11-oz cans for around
$150. Or you can buy a single can with NSN 9150-01-039-4745.

PS 787
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M1134
ATGM
Stryker…

Do Your BIT for
mitas Sake

4. Once the IBIT is finished, boresight MITAS by
selecting BORSGT. This aligns the day sight
and FLIR. Remember to close the sight door
first and make sure there is no movement of
the MITAS or turret during boresighting.
5. Next select MENU-BIT-GRIPS and follow the
instructions to test the gunner station hand
grip controls.
Accidentally hitting the wrong button during
the GRIPS test produces an error icon. If
MITAS fails the GRIPS test, test it again
before calling in your 91S repairman.
6. If the BITs ID any mission critical failures, you’ll
see failure icons at the bottom of the MITAS
display. Report them to your 91S.
If it passes, you’re good to go.

MY TM doesn’t mention Doing mItas
bITs When yOu’re doing PM…

…but it
should!

that’s a bIt of
information MITAS
crews shouLd nOt
ignOre! thanks,
sergeant.

SFC Stephen Brown
Stryker Master Gunner Course
Ft Benning, GA

Dear Editor,
The M1134 Stryker’s TM doesn’t mention doing built-in tests (BITs)
for the MITAS during PMCS.
It should. Along with the operational checkout, the MITAS’s BITs
(PBIT, IBIT, BORSGT, GRIPs) are the best way to ensure MITAS is working
properly. And it’s easy to do:
1. Power up the MITAS following the TM procedure and wait for the system
to cool. It should cool within 15 minutes. The NOT COOL indicator in the
bottom right of the Gunner’s MITAS screen will disappear once the
system is cool enough.
2. PBIT was done automatically when the MITAS was powered up. PBIT
checked the power distribution and the operational circuits needed to
engage targets with the day sight.

3. Select MENU-BIT-IBIT to run IBIT to
check all FLIR operational circuits.

Main menu CANCEL RANGE

BIT menu CANCEL

SURV

NIGHT
WFOV
LAST

IBIT in progress

PS 787
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IBIT

SURV

BIT

BORSGT

TNG

GRIPS

TAS

MAINT

NIGHT
WFOV
LAST

IBIT complete
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Subscribe
to MLRS/
HIMARS
Newsletter!

here’s a newsleTter
for MLRs/HiMArs
munitions. Units neEd
to SubscriBe nOw.

MLRS

and HIMARS units need to get on the email list for MFOM Precision
Points, a newsletter devoted to the MLRS family of munitions.
The newsletter, which comes out as needed, gives the latest info on POCs,
publications, maintenance changes and other munitions topics.
To request to be added to the email list, email:
usarmy.redstone.peo-ms.mbx.f ieldconcerns@mail.mil

PS 787
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M1135 NBCRV Stryker…
Be pAtient when troubleshooting with BIT.

wait 30 minutes
before you call
a repairman.

Let my

BIT do its
bit first.

Sometimes it can take
as long as 30 minutes for
the test to run its course.

Try these tips from Ft Carson
to make detecting easier for
your M1135 NBCRV Stryker.

if I’m detecting
better, we’re all
doing better!

Give the BIT time enough
to do its job. if nothing
shows up after 30 minutes,
then report it.

when opening the bottom of the rear
door, make sure its handle is completely
in the closed position before letting the
door swing down.

if you don’t, the
training canister
will read
not ready… …and you’ll
waste time
figuring
out what’s
wrong.

Otherwise, the
door handle can
be damaged.

Make
sure the
consumable
bottles are
seated and
locked in
place.

Don’t leave
the Stryker
shut up for
long periods,
especially in
humid areas.

if a bottle isn’t
fully seated and
locked, you’ll
get faults. And
sometimes it’s
difficult to identify
what’s causing
those faults.

To install a bottle, pull the
coupling back, connect the bottle
and push the coupling forward to
lock the bottle in place. Then give
the bottle a little tug to make
sure it’s secure. Also make sure the
caps aren’t leaking. Sometimes they
corrode and start leaking.

At least every other week, open up
the Stryker and run the A/C to dry
up any moisture. That prevents a
nasty case of mildew from forming.
You haven’t
opened me up
for a month!
I don’t think
you want to see
what I look like
inside.

Moisture can also
cause faults
when you’re ready
to operate the
chemical biological
mass spectrometer

(CBMS).

Training canisters
have a blue top

do all the suite system
checks weekly.

Make them part of your Monday PMCS.
Letting the systems operate will save lots
of troubleshooting later.

report
problems on
a DA Form
5988 or 2404.

OK, You know I’ve
got problems.
But they won’t get
fixed unless you
write them up.

that’s the
only way they
get fixed!
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before installing a training
sample canister in the chemical
vapor sampling system (CVSS),
vacuum it.
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COMMUNICATIONS
& SOLDIER SUPPORT
ancer
• Driver’s Vision Enh

Sensors Get Enhanced
ling RT
• Easy Does It Instal
io Kit
• How to Get PLS Rad
nge
Cha
nt
era
rig
Ref
•
Sparks Alert
• Knock Three Times
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AN/VAS-5 Series…

Driver’s
Vision
Enhancer
Sensors Get
Enhanced
Heads up if you’re one
of the many users
of the driver’s vision
enhancer (DVE),
LIN D41659. The
existing 25-micron
family of DVE sensors
is being replaced
through attrition
by a new 1 7-micron
sensor with enhanced
technology.

Hey, have
ya heard the
news? My old
sensor got
its retirement
papers.
oh,
realLy?!
Yeah! A new
improved
sensor is on
the way!

The new lens array is
smaller but will work
with the old housing.
improvements include:
pixel pitch
less power consumption
MIL-STD-1275D power
compliance

•
•
•

Driver’s Vision Enhancer, LIN D41659
e old
Check out th
and new NSNs:

25-micron
sensors

New 17-micron
sensors

Nomenclature
Combat Vehicle
Sensor
(CV Sensor-V3)
CV Sensor-V5
Tactical Wheeled
Vehicle Sensor
(TWV Sensor-V3)
TWV Sensor-V5
TWV Sensor by
BAE (No longer
procurable)
Abrams CV
Sensor

Old NSNs

New NSNs

Got DVE
questions?
contact:

PS 787

5855-01-525-1636

5855-01-661-4314

5855-01-588-3771
5855-01-525-1631
5855-01-588-3763

5855-01-661-4313

5855-01-587-5899
5855-01-599-3102

5855-01-662-0300

Shelly Colello at (443) 861-3017,
email: shelly.a.colello.civ@mail.mil
or
Glenn Cassimore at (443) 861-2954,
email: glenn.a.cassimore.civ@mail.mil
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SINCGARS…

Guide rails, NSN 5975-01-467-4678,
make mounting easier. The rails close
the gap between the right side of the
radio and the mount.

OUcH!

Sounds like
somebody
just slammed
their
SINCGARS into
the mount!

these GuYs
aren’t going to
be doing Any
communiCating!

Dear Editor,
We have had a real problem with Soldiers damaging the 17239 mount when
they install the SINCGARS RT 1523E/F. They jam the SINCGARS in and break
the P1 and GPS connectors. In one month we had 120 mounts damaged.
It would be great if PS did an article on how to install SINCGARS properly.
SSG Clinton Hogue
Ft Polk, LA
We hear
you, Staff
Sergeant.

installation is
difficult because there
is leeway on both sides
of the RT.

You can’t just
put the RT in
the mount and
shove.

Guide
rails
help

But don’t depend on them entirely.
Even with the rails, the connectors
are usually not perfectly aligned.
Be aware that even when the RT is
installed properly and locked down,
vibration can cause it to shift enough
that the RT loses its connection.
if you’ve gone through rough country
and the RT’s not working, it may need
to be reinstalled.

if you need instructions for mounting
the guide rails, email PS at:

usarmy.redstone.logsa.mbx.psmag@
mail.mil

SINCGARS…

ok, you’re
ready to
RoLl!

Wait! I got a feeling
something’s missing. How
will I communicate with
my team on the road?

Smoke signals?
Sorry pal, I
couldn’t find a kit
to install the radio.
Maybe next time.

That almost
guarantees
bent or broken
connector pins.
The only solution is
slow and easy when
installing the RT.
Ease the RT into the
mount until you feel
the connectors meet.
Then carefully push
the connectors
together.

Forcing SINCGARS in mount
damages P1 and GPS connectors

if the connectors
aren’t lining up,
reposition the RT
and try again.
if repositioning
doesn’t work, get
help from your
repairman.
Just don’t try to
force the RT in
place!

PS 787
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ast,
Dear Half-M
NSN for
What’s the
allation kit
st
in
o
di
ra
the
75A1 PLS?
for the M10
through
ed
ch
ar
I’ve se
-13&P
19
-3
20
TM 9-23
t luck.
ou
th
wi
(Mar 10)
n about
io
ct
se
There’s a
kit,
o
di
ra
installing a
n’t give the
es
do
it
t
bu
kit’s NSN.
SGT W.J.

Dear Sergeant,
MK-2694/VRC, NSN 5895-01-347-6187, is the
radio installation kit for installing SINCGARS
AN/VRC-87, -88 or -90 into PLS A1 (M1074A1/
M1075A1) trucks. You’ll find the installation
instructions in TB 11-5820-890-20-84 (Sep 93). You
can get the TB at the LOGSA ETM website. Go to:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/etmapp/#/etm/home

4/17/18 1:37 PM

ECU…

Refrigerant change
Sparks Alert
Whoa, buddy!
Don’tcha know
it’s not cool
to use that
refrigerant?

As a solution, CECOM ILSC has
tested and approved the use of
MO99, also known as R438A, as a
safe and suitable “drop-in”
replacement refrigerant for R22
in legacy ECU systems.

ly

nt is on
R438A refrigera
r use in the
fo
d
ize
or
th
au
U systems…
following EC

BTU/hr

NSN 4120-

LIN

9,000, 1 PH
9,000, 3 PH
18,000 horizontal
18,000 vertical
36,000

01-456-6954
01-330-6542
01-523-4472
01-329-1515
01-467-2638

A23828
A23955
A24463
A24455
A24763

Unit Instructions
1. Be aware of any ECU systems that have
already been charged (retrofitted) with R438A
refrigerant with identification plates stating
that the newer refrigerant was applied.
Note: This is a critical step
to ensure the two refrigerants
aren’t mixed, which can cause
a chemical/pressure imbalance,
making ECU systems NMC.

Here’s an

important
message
for units!

Take note of these
pressures.

787 50-51.indd All Pages
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BTU/hr

R438A lbs

9,000, 1 PH
9,000, 3 PH
18,000 horizontal
18,000 vertical
36,000

1.90
1.90
2.62
3.25
5.70

R22 use may result in host nation fines

Personnel stationed in OCONUS who violated international restrictions
by continuing to service R22 , which has ozone-depleting hydrochlorofluorocarbons, have been penalized and fined by host nations.
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4 / 09 /14
Date Retrofitted:____________

R438A refrigerant charging

Units can continue
to operate ECU
systems using R22
until refrigeration
services are
required.

due,
services are rviced.
But once any
ed and/or se
us
be
t
no
st
R22 mu

System Charged with
2.54
Refrigerant M099 (R-438A)______lbs.

2. Units performing retrofits should contact the CECOM representatives listed below or LARs
to acquire CAUTION identification plates to be attached to retrofitted ECU systems.
3. R438A retrofits are to be performed on an as-needed basis (attrition), unless units are
informed otherwise or unit resources become available.
4. Units are asked to retrofit ECU systems to R438A prior to deployments in theater.
5. If R438A is not available through DLA and service is necessary,
local purchase is authorized through LAR-approved sources.

Refrigeration and
maintenance services on
Environmental Control
Unit (ECU) systems that
contain a refrigerant
known as R22 are no
longer authorized to
be performed in OCONUS
locations in Europe.

This restriction
includes service
procedures like
full refrigerant
charges and/or
“topping off.”

Apply
identification
plates to
retrofitted
ECU systems

RETROFITTED BY:
TOBYHANNA ARMY DEPOT
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if you have questions on
ECU systems support,
contact the following

cecOm ILSC poC s

Miguel Salles at (443) 395-6934,
email: miguel.a.salles.civ@mail.mil

Sydney Mapp at (443) 395-6897,
email: sydney.w.mapp3.civ@mail.mil
Joe Savitsky at (443) 395-6241,
email: joseph.t.savitsky.civ@mail.mil

4/30/18 4:51 PM

The Tap Test

Body Armor…

The tap test checks for delamination
of the hard armor plates.

Combat is tough enough,
even when you have complete
confidence in your body armor.
Do regular inspections to make
sure you’re protected.

Here’s how
to do it…

The tap test should be done in a quiet
area so you can hear the taps.
Use a proper
tool for the
test. A tap test
tool must be a
dense, solid metal
object, like a
bolt, metal pin
or folding knife.

Bolt

Metal pin

Folding knife

Note: The tap test should not be done on the ESAPI’s sides.

Hard armor inserts
have saved the lives
of many Soldiers
in combat. But like
any equipment,
body armor needs
to be inspected
before use.

Because plate damage
isn’t always visible, do
these two tests to help
ensure your ESAPI is fit
for the field: the Tap
test and the tORqUe teSt.

When tapping a
plate, if
you hear three
dull thuds,
put that
plate aside.
Don’t issue
or use the
plate because
there may be
delamination
issues.

You can check your
plates and conduct

simple tests
to ensure that your
enhanced small
arms protective
inserts (ESAPI)
are intact and will
offer life-saving
protection.

PS 787
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Tap in the upper portion of
the plate.

When
doing the
tap test,
rest the
plate
on the
fingertips
of your
nondominant
hand.

there
are two
exceptions
to this
rule!

While tapping on the plate,
listen for one of two sounds:
Either a chime (three
tinny chimes) or a thud
(three dull thuds).
A chime-like sound means the
plate isn’t delaminated.
A thudding sound means the
plate may be delaminated.

1. Tapping directly in the center

2.

of the plate will always
result in a solid sound (three
tinny thuds). The amount of
surrounding material acts as
a dampener, which prevents
large amounts of resonance.
If you tap a plate directly
on a label, you may also
hear a solid sound (three
tinny thuds). However, that
doesn’t mean the plate is
delaminated because the
curvature of the plate in
this area also dampens the
resonance.

Solution: Avoid tapping
in these two areas.

4/17/18 1:37 PM

The Torque Test
The torque test inspects for
cracks in the ceramic tile in the
hard armor plate.

Do the test in
a quiet place.

Start by
shaking the
plate.
Grab one
corner of
the plate
with one
hand and
the opposite
corner with
the other
hand, and

torque,
or twist,
the plate.

Listen
for any
crumbling,
cracking
or rattling
sounds.

Feel around the
outer edges of
the plate, too.

Switch hands to the
opposite corners
of the plate and
twist again, listening
carefully for any
crumbling, rattling or
crunching sounds.

Ensure that you go all the way around the
plate, because the outer edge is the most
susceptible to damage.

Plates
should be
scanned
every nine
months.
A scanned
plate
displays
a silver
sticker
that
shows the
last date
it passed
inspection.

For a step-by-step video
showing the proper way to
do both the tap and torque
tests on your ESAPI , visit:

Silver sticker shows last time
plate passed inspection
All plates that are found
unserviceable because of
failing either the tap test
or the torque test should
be pulled and disposed of
in accordance with Army
guidance.

https://www.dvidshub.net/video/473427/
peo-soldier-armored-plate-tap-test-training

LOGISTICS

• Scared

Stiff of
Corrosion
• Desiccan
t
In Action
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Scared Stiff of

CORROSION

So, uh,
how does
the process
work?

the
reaping
wiLl take
YoU aLl!

Then the correct
preventive compound
is selected, per
Hey guys.
What’re
you
watching?

Iron Oxide
Ogre,
the Reaping,
Part 7:
Corrosion
Explosion.

Scariest movie
I’ve ever seen
in my life.

MIL-STD-2073-1

(Standard Practice
for Military
Packaging) and applied
to the item either by:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First, the items about to be
treated are cleaned and dried.

dipping
slushing
flow coating
spraying
flushing
fogging
brushing

After the items are treated,
they’re tucked away in a wrap
that conforms to MIL-PRF-121,
Type I or II, and marked
according to MIL-STD-129.
Snug as
a bug in
a rug!

ahHH…

We couldn’t
have picked
a worse
show to
watch right
before we
head into
storage.

PS 787
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Well, you guys
don’t have anything
to fear because
your Soldiers will
use Method 20 to
protect you from
corrosion before
they store you.

Method 20 is
the packing
method that
may use an
application
of corrosion
preventive
compound on
equipment while
in storage and
when shipped.
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And that’s
how your
Soldiers
will keep
corrosion
away.

Good to know we won’t have
anything to worry about when
it comes to getting stored.

I’ll sleep
better
now that I
know about
Method 20!

For more on Method 20 and other corrosion prevention
check out
and packaging tips download the Packaging, Storage and
PS Magazine
Containerizations Center’s (PSCC) Packaging - Basics at: Or issue 724 from
March 2013.
https://www.logsa.army.mil/documents/LOGSAP_ 746-1.pdf

4/17/18 1:37 PM

Containerization…

Desiccant In Action

if you’re using
Method 50 to
fight corrosion,
then you’ll be
using moistureabsorbing
desiccant.

• When the item is protected in a watervaporproof
bag enclosure, desiccant should be strategically
placed to avoid direct contact with the item. The
bag will be heat-sealed to ensure moisture can’t
enter the watervaporproof bag enclosure.

• Activated desiccant means the desiccant is

I hope we can
get past those
bouncers!

Desiccant
absorbs water
vapor that tries
to sneak through
the barrier
material during
storage or
shipping.

Those
desiccants look
pretty serious!

Hey, Desi,
are these
guys on
The list?

While desiccant
is definitely your
ally, there are a
few rules to keep
in mind before you
start packing…

already working to absorb moisture in its vicinity.
Don’t expose desiccant to the environment when
removed from their sealed storage container any
longer than necessary.

• Removing the activated desiccant and inserting
it into the unit pack should be the last action
before sealing the bag or container.

• Add a greaseproof wrap to any items using

contact preservatives that separate the desiccant
from incompatible elements. Be sure to secure
desiccant bags around the item and use humidity
indicators for all packs containing desiccant.

• Never use damaged or frayed bags of desiccant
or store them near lubes or oils.

• Don’t remove desiccant bags from their container

Let’s give
it a try!

until you’re ready to use them.

How much desiccant
do I need to protect
my equipment?

That depends
on the container
you’re using.

there’s always
rusty’s place down
the street… I hear
they let everybody in!

Many high dollar items stored in long life
reusable containers (LLRCs) may have desiccant
information available on the LLRC data plate.
Special packaging instructions will provide the
information as well, if it’s available. The item’s TM
can provide the amount of desiccant, too.

PS 787
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There are also
formulas for metal
rigid containers…
…and those
that aren’t.

These
equations
take into
consideration
the size of the
container and
the amount
of cushioning
and dunnage
included.
Formulas are
found in

MIL-sTD-2073-1,
Standard
Practice for
Military
Packaging.

Stick to these formulas while using Method 50 and the activated
desiccant will work to keep moisture away from your equipment.
That helps keep your equipment corrosion-free.

how much
desicCant goes
into an LLrc?

if the LLrc has
a desiccant port,
switch-out the old
desiccant with the
same amount of new
desiccant.

Or you can fill the
LLrc desiccant port
with the largest unit
size bags of fresh
activated desiccant
available.

if you have any
questions about
Method 50, or
calculating the
amount of desiccant
needed, email the
LOGSA Packaging,
Containerization
and Storage Center
(PSCC) at:

usarmy.tyad.usamc.
mbx.pt@mail.mil

PS 787

Packaging – The
Basics can also
help answer your
containerization
questions.
Download a copy
at this link:

https://www.
logsa.army.mil/
documents/
LOGSAP_746-1.pdf
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AH-64 Transport Handle Assembly
The AH-64’s transport handle assembly, NSN
1740-01-220-8472 (PN 7367311029), isn’t
stocked and cannot be ordered. Instead,
order the transport bar assembly, NSN 174001-221-9436 (PN 7-367310013). That’s the
next higher assembly.

AT422-T 22-ton Crane
Intake Pipe
Get a new air cleaner intake pipe for your
22-ton crane with NSN 2940-00-107-1192.
It replaces NSN 2940-01-542-1638, which is
shown as Item 14 in Fig 20 of TM 5-3810-30724P (May 07). That NSN is a terminal item.

M915A5 Rear Wheel Seal
Get a new rear wheel seal for the M915A5
with NSN 5330-01-568-5883. It replaces PN
CM 10008717, which is shown as Item 8 in Fig
138 of TM 9-2320-426-13&P in IETM EM 0308
(Aug 14). That PN doesn’t cross to an NSN.
Make a note until the TM is updated.

Battery Box
Coating Compound
Get a gallon of bituminous coating compound
for your battery box with NSN 8030-00-2905141. First use a wire brush to scrape off rust and
old paint. After cleanup, protect the bare metal
inside the box with a coat of the compound.

M334 Decon Kit TM Hits LIW
There’s a new TM in town: TM 3-6665-43910. It covers the M334 Decontamination Kit,
Individual Equipment, NSN 4230-01-643-8267.
It’s also known as the Joint Service Equipment
Wipe (JSEW).
Note: This TM is restricted. To view it, log
in to the Logistics Information Warehouse
(LIW) with your CAC at:
https://liw.logsa.army.mil/
Then choose the “ETM/IETM” icon and search
for the TM.

PLS A1 Engine Control
Unit NSN
Order a new PLS A1 flashed or programmed
C-15 engine control unit (ECU) with NSN
2920-01-643-4016. The current PLS A1 IETM
only lists NSN 2540-01-565-8385, but that
brings an unflashed or unprogrammed ECU.

M915A5 Radiator NSNs
There are two different radiators available
for the M915A5 tractor truck. Which one you
order depends on the truck’s serial number.
For SN AJ1134-AS8387 and AS8546-AS8961,
order the radiator with NSN 2930-01-5812109. SN AS8388-AS8545 and AS8962-AZ3356
take radiator, NSN 2930-01-597-0622.
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M1070A1 HET Belt
Tensioner NSN
The M1070A1 HET has a new, more robust
belt tensioner available. NSN 2930-01-6508617 (P/N 25278B90, CAGE 0U928) replaces the
belt tensioner listed as Item 32 in Fig 53 of TM
9-2320-427-13&P in IETM EM 0210 (Jan 11).
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Disregards
torque lim
its

!

Thinks a
good torq
u
is as muc e
as you ca h
n
tighten it!

